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gases could not be developed further without the discovery
of a mathematical method of deducing the actual velocity
of any molecule selected at random.
In his Aberdeen lecture Maxwell gave a solution of this
problem with the assistance of the mathematical theory of
probability. He showed the speeds were distributed among
the molecules according to the same law as the errors in a
group of observations. They varied from zero to infinity,
but the number of very swift molecules was comparatively
small. The sequence of Maxwell's original analysis of the
distribution of molecular speeds is not at all clear, though
the result is correct. Jeans has written that his argument
"seems to bear no relation at all to molecules, or to the
dynamics of their movements, or to logic, or even to
ordinary common sense," but gave "a formula which,
according to all precedents and all the rules of scientific
philosophy, ought to have been hopelessly wrong. In
actual fact, it was subsequently shown to be exactly right
and is known as Maxwell's law to this day," In his
determination of the molecular velocities, he had invented
the science of statistical mechanics. It is said the idea
of applying statistics to the movements, or mechanism of
matter, was suggested to him by his investigation of
Saturn's rings. After Maxwell had revealed the statistical
aspect of the mechanism of matter, the description of natural
phenomena became increasingly based on the theory of
probability. Intimations of the quantum theory of action
appeared as early as 1877 in the researches of Boltzmann,
and came into being with Planck in 1900* The theory of
probability has now penetrated through the whole of natural
phenomena, and classical mechanics appears only as a
simplified form of the more fundamental statistical
mechanics.
Maxwell completed his first paper by calculating the
velocity, mean free path and number of collisions of the
molecules in the air at 60° F. The velocity of the molecules
in air was 1,505 feet per second, the mean free path was
^rW?F of an inch, each molecule made 8,077,200,000
collisions per second.

